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The concepts of interpretive simulation of one machine by another and of direct 
translation of computer programs are examined. Definitions are suggested for these 
processes, in terms of relationships between abstract machines. Given that one object 
machine can simulate, in an interpretive sense, another source machine, we seek to 
define the conditions under which the object machine can have a program which is 
a direct ranslation ofthe one in the source machine. It is shown that under the suggested 
definitions this is generally the case, even though the direct translation may be no 
more efficient han the interpretive simulation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Compilers and interpreters have been used for over a decade. It  is generally 
understood what these are. Sklansky, Finkelstein, and Russell [5] define a translator 
as an algorithm (which itself is an abstract concept, essentially a process described by 
a program in an algorithmic language) for converting programs from one language to 
another. A program, in these terms, is an algorithm expressed in a certain language; 
a computing machine has the effect of interpreting a program in the machine's 
language, thus effectively applying the algorithmic process to its data. An assembler 
is defined by Sklansky et al. as a translator expressed in a programming language, to 
which language it translates. The programming language is machine code, a direct 
representation f the binary code which is interpreted by the machine hardware: there 
is generally a straightforward simple correspondence b tween elements in the source 
program which is translated by the assembler and elements of the machine code which 
is produced. An interpreter is, on the other hand, a program written in the language 
of one machine (or in a language from which it may be assembled into this machine 
language) which expresses the process by which another machine, real or hypothetical, 
interprets its own programs. 
Other writers describe the distinction between interpreters and other translators in 
terms of their behavior. Translators are defined, for example by Iverson [1], Flores [2], 
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and numerous other writers, as programs (not algorithms, but the distinction is not 
important) which convert programs in one language (the source language) to those in 
another (the object language). 
Compilers are usually defined as translators in which the source language has a 
complex structure (i.e., a "higher level" language) as compared with the object 
language. The term may be used, however, to refer to assembly-language translators. 
In each case the object language is machine code, or a code at the level of machine 
code which may be further translated, prior to execution, or directly loaded, and once 
loaded may be either executed irectly or executed by means of an interpreter. Such 
an interpreter is a program which processes a program (now the source program with 
respect to the interpeter) by executing each statement of the resultant program as soon 
as it is translated. Knuth [3], defines an interpretive program or interpreter likewise as 
a program which performs the instructions of another program, where the other 
program is written in some machine-like language. Where the language presented to 
the interpreter is the machine language of another computer, he further describes this 
as a simulator. At the same time, incidentally, he warns that too much programmers' 
time has been wasted writing simulators and too much time wasted running them. 
Machines with built-in simulators, or emulators, are currently marketed. With the 
ever-increasing eed to avoid reprogramming when new machines are installed, some 
means of automatically converting programs between machines is obviously desirable. 
It is, therefore, of practical importance to consider the potential of the different means 
available. Should we, as Knuth recommends, reprogram rather than simulate ? Are 
emulators therefore to be avoided ? When can direct translation be performed auto- 
matically ? 
These questions have prompted the following analysis in which we start by giving 
some theoretical definitions of the conversion processes in terms of the modeling of 
one abstract computing machine by another. In particular we define two processes, 
which we call interpretation and direct translation, which correspond to the two 
concepts that have been distinguished above. We go on to consider the question of 
when direct translation is possible. 
A THEORETICAL MODEL OF A MACHINE 
We take as a theoretical model of a computing machine one similar to that proposed 
by Orgass [4]. In this work, Orgass is concerned with the definition of the equivalence 
of computations and programs. Although his definitions are expressed in terms of 
computations on machines */~1 and ,///2, it is assumed that these machines are identical 
in structure. In effect he concern is with the equivalence of computations, or programs 
specifying these computations, on the same machine. In our definition of translation 
we make allowance for possible differences between de' 1 and d/~. Further we require 
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to distinguish between information, stored in certain locations, comprising instructions, 
and other information comprising data. Orgass uses the concept of sets of input and 
output cells, in which data may be stored and manipulated, but we use an approach 
in which the concept is defined by the structure of the machine, in particular by the 
way in which a special register (sequence register) is used to reference locations where 
instructions are stored. 
We shall denote machines by letters, Jr d ,  ~, . . . .  The machine ~ contains Z ~ [ 
storage locations. The r-th storage location ./gr may have, at any instant, one of several 
states (words): this set of states we denote by M r . At any instant its state will be written 
as mr, where m r E M r . Successive states may be denoted by superscripts mr = mr ~ 
m, 1, m~2,.... In addition each machine ~ has a sequence register JC{o. This is used 
generally to point to a register from which an instruction is to be extracted. The state 
m 0 of ~'0 is thus a number with 1 ~ m 0 ~< [.A' I. However, m 0 may well on certain 
machines not be able to vary over the whole range from 1 to I Jg l .  The set M 0 of 
states of J/'0 is thus a subset of the numbers l, 2,..., I M I. 
By suitably wide interpretation of the word "register" we can consider all storage, 
immediate and backing, and input and output media as contained within this defi- 
nition: a practical machine with unlimited input or output space would be represented 
either by an unlimited number of finite registers, or by a finite number of registers 
of infinite capacity. The state of the machine is determined by the combined states of 
all the storage registers and of the sequence register. We denote the combined state of 
all the storage registers by the { ~ '  [-tuple m* = (m,, m 2 ..... mljzl ) with m* ~ M* where 
M* = M 1 X M~ X "'" X MI~,  1 . 
The total state of,//r incorporates the state of the sequence register too and is denoted 
by 
m - -  (mo,  ml, m 2,..., ml~l )  
with m E M, where 
M--  M o • M 1 • M2 • ... xMi ,g  I. 
The action of the machine is determined by instructions which are functions changing 
the state of the machine. Typically this action includes address computation, extrac- 
tion of data from registers, arithmetic omputation, loading of registers, and updating 
of the sequence register. A machine has y~'  possible different instructions which it 
may obey, the functions ~r  q~r .... , CJ//vu- Each qS~' i is a mapping of M into M, 
and specifies the successor state m (r+l) to a state m (r) of.4'//'. We denote the ordered set 
(q~JCL 1, qsJ//{ 2,..., q~.Afy~) by qsdg, the instruction set. 
A function q~dr can be considered as describing the action which a machine takes 
when it has a value i in a "control register." This value i is itself determined by the total 
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state of the machine. In this determination, the sequence register ~r has a particular 
significance. Its contents m 0 are used as a pointer to another register from which an 
instruction word (value m%) is extracted. This word does not solely determine the 
value i, however, for other registers in the machine may be used to modify m,%. Thus 
i is determined as a function F..Ct' of m,%, and of ml ,..., ml~ I . 
The sequence function S.//[ mapping M into the numbers {I, 2 , . ,  7..11} is thus defined 
by 
S.///[(m) = F..gl(m~. , ml , m 2 ,..., ml~l) ,
where r = m0, m e M, m~ e M i and FAt' is a function mapping 
M'  X M~ X 3/2 X "'" X MI.~ I 
into the set {1, 2,..., yd/r with M '  = M 1 u M 2 L) ... u M I~ I . We may regard, like 
Orgass, the sets M r to be subsets of the set of natural numbers, and require/ ' . / / /and 
the functions in @d/t' to be partial recursive. In this case our class of computing 
machines is a subclass of the more general machines defined by Orgass which do not 
use a sequence register. Our definition is also designed to be fully determinate. This 
class of machines includes universal machines. 
To summarize: the value i given by i = Sd/d(m) is used as an instruction code to 
determine the function COd//i which changes the state of J / :  
where 
re(r+1) = ~,//r 
i = ~.Z/(m(~). 
We will write this transformation mapping states of M into successor states as the 
function S..r162 
m ('+II = Z.,Cg(m('). 
In A-notation, defining 
we may write 
OJr = Ai(qb.//t',) 
z~ = AmC O~(S~Cm)) (m)) .  
A set of stop codes ~./K is defined as those integers i (0 ~ i ~ 7d/)  such that ~ i  
is the identity function. For any m e M, 3Jt '(m) is defined, 1 ~ gJt'(rn) ~ 7.///, and 
hence so is Z'./fg(m). Our definition does not allow for indeterminate states. The state 
m is said to be a stop state if 3./ l (m) ~ ~t ' .  Otherwise m is a continuing state of ./t.  
In either case 27./{(m) is the successor state of m. 
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With these preliminary definitions, we may then define a machine .At' as the qua- 
druple d'f -= (M, q~Jg, 3J/f, f2~') where M is the set of states, q~.//the ordered set 
of instructions, ~./g the sequence function and -Qd[ the set of stop codes. 
Examples. The following are examples of the formal specifcations of machines 
Y" and qr We shall later have occasion to refer back to these machines. 
(i) Consider the finitc-state machine f .  This has two registers t and Y'2 in 
each of which may be stored a binary digit. The sequence register Y'o contains a 
1 or 2 specifying the extraction of the contents of.~x or ~Y2, respectively, into the 
control register. During the instruction cycle the sequence register changes tate and 
a control register value of 0 produces no change in Wt or W2, while a value of I specifies 
that both ~a and ,~ 2 change state. 
The following equations define this machine: 
[.T[ = 2, X 1 = X~ = rY" = 2, 
X= 
I'Y'(z, Xl , x2) = 
z:~(x) = 
q'~"l(xo, Xl, x~) = 
~2(x0 ,  xl, x2) 
where h is the binary complement 
stop codes, is empty. 
(ii) A finite state machine ~Y with registers ~d/1 , qY2 and "~3 containing a binary 
digit. '~ ~d/] = 3. The sequence register is constant: 
Yo -{1},  Yx = 112 --= Ya = {0, 1}. 
In action y~ stays constant. The control register always specifies the same trans- 
formation in the pairs of digits (Y2 ,Ya), viz.: 
(o, 1}, Xo = (1, 2}, 
Xo x X~ x X~, 
z+l ,  
x~ o + 1, 
(h(x o - -  1) + 1, x l ,  x~), 
= (h(Xo - 1) + 1, h(xl), h(~2)), 
function: h(0) = 1, h(1) ~ 0. Here Qc~, the set of 
(o, o) -~ (o, l), 
(o, 1) ~ (1, o), 
(l, o) ~ (o, 1), 
(1, 1) --~ (1, o). 
Thus F~r Yl, Y',, Y3) = 1, 7'~ =: 1 
~S(y)  =,  
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Yo = 1, r176 Yl, Y2, Y3) = (Yo, Y , ,  Y3, h(Y3)), 
where h again denotes the binary complement function. 
EQUIVALENCE OF MACHINES 
The above machines Y" and .~ have apparently quite different definitions. It will be 
noticed that each of them has 8 states. We now go on to consider the question of 
whether, despite their different definitions, their underlying structures can be considered 
to be the same. 
Orgass defines for his similarly defined abstract machines the notions of strict 
equivalence, operational equivalence, and relative equivalence of computations and of 
programs. Translators in general produce programs which specify computations which 
are relatively equivalent. We define a further concept of equivalence of machines. 
Two machines may be almost identical in behavior, yet be described as different 
machines. 
Allowing for the possible different ways in which a machine may be defined, in terms 
of its set of states, its instruction set, its sequence set, its sequence function and stop 
codes, we say that machines are equivalent if their transition functions describe an 
isomorphic relationship between their states. In other words, there must exist a direct 
(1-1) correspondence b tween the states of each machine such that the machines' 
transition functions define successive states in accordance with this correspondence. 
We define equivalence of machines as follows. Machine d =:- (A, qb.~r •d, -QA) is 
equivalent to machine M =: (B, q~B, 3B, .QB) if there is a (1-1) correspondence WAn 
between A and B, with inverse Wan : A ~ B, and B ) A, such that, for all a ~ A, 
WA B WBA 
if b -'" W4s(a) then 
x2(b) = ~%(s 
It follows at once that this is an equivalence rclationship. 
Example. Considering the machines.~ and ~ defined above. These are equivalent 
under the mapping defined by Table I, as may be clearly seen from their transition 
graphs. 
It is obvious from the table that in .~/, which has one more register than .U, one 
register, the sequence register, is effectively redundant. The behavior of such a 
machine can obviously be discussed without reference to a sequence register. The fol- 
lowing theorem concerns the connection between the class of machines we have defined 
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x y 
xo x l  x2 Yo Yl Y2 Y3 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
1 1 I 1 0 1 1 
2 0 0 1 0 1 0 
2 0 l 1 1 1 0 
2 1 0 1 1 0 0 
2 1 1 1 0 0 0 
and those more general ones as defined by Orgass in which no special role is assigned 
to the sequence register. This is effectively the same as taking the contents of the 
sequence register (m o for machine ~)  as a constant. 
Given any machine, the theorem states that we can always describe an equivalent 
one by, in effect, appending an additional sequence register which contains a constant. 
This new sequence register points always to the register which corresponds to the 
sequence registel in the original model. 
THEOREM 1. For any machine ~4 = (d ,  @z~r Ed ,  g2d) there is an equivalent 
machine ~ = (~,  q~,  S~,  g2~) in which bo , the contents of the sequence register, is 
constant. 
Proof. Such a machine 5~ may be constructed as follows: The sequencing function 
of d ,  is of form 
E~r --: Aa(F.~(a~o ' al , a2 ..... ajsel)) 
with some function Fd .  
Define B~ ~-- A~_I, r = 1, 2,..., f ~ I, with I ~' l = I ~r [ + 1 and B 0 ---- {1}, i.e., 
b 0 = 1. In this way machine ~ looks like d with the additional constant sequence 
register G o. The correspondence between the registers is defined by the mapping 
YJAB(XO , X 1 . . . .  , X ld l )  = ( l ,  XO, X 1 , . . . ,  Xl.s~[) ,
where Xr EAr  = Br+l 9 
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The set of instructions q~ is defined by 
9 ~ ,  = ~(x0, xl ,..., x t~, ) (~' ,B(~d(x l ,  x~ ,..., xt~3)), 
where x r ~ At_  I = B r , x o = 1 e B o . 
The sequence function is defined by 
L_~ = ~(X0, ,%' 1 ,..., X [~I ) ( / '~(Xx0 , X 1 .... , XI.~I)) 
where 
/~  = }~(X0 t, X l ,  X 2 ,..., Xl~l)(/~d(xxx+l , x2 ,..., X[~[)) 
It follows that if b = WAB(a)  then 
b' = Z'..~(b) = r 
where 
Hence 
i = 3~(b)  = 1- '&(bx,  bx ,  b~ ,..., bill) 
= l "d (aao  , a l  ,..., algol) = Z..~C(a). 
b' = W4n(~d(a)) = WAB(Z'd(a)). 
(x. e B~), 
(Xr ~ Br  , x o' E B ' ) .  
SIMULATION OF MACHINES 
We are concerned with the representation f the behavior of one machine, d by 
another, ~,  not generally equivalent to ~.  The state of the machine d corresponds 
with several states of ~,  defined by a 1-many mapping of A into B. It is of particular 
importance to distinguish the representation f the sequence register of d within ~. 
The representation f d may be considered in two parts: 
(i) The representation f the sequence register d ,  by a set of registers within 5~. 
In general these could be any registers. When ~ acts as an interpreter of d ,  ~r will 
be represented by some register or set of registers in ~ which will not include the 
sequence register ~0.  
(ii) The representation f all the remaining registers of d within ~. Again the 
registers of ~ which are used will not include ~'0. 
With ~r represented within ~ in this way, the remaining registers of ~ may be super- 
fluous, and irrelevant to the representation, r they may contain an interpreter p ogram, 
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subroutines, or some other data which are relevant o the representation but are not 
dependent on the state of ~r We therefore define a modeling t z of z~' by ~ as follows: 
(i) ~r is represented by the combined states of a set of registers ~q,  ~q .... , ~,~ 
of ~:  i.e., there is a mapping/z 0 of A 0 into Bq • Bq  • ... • Br, ~ = BA o , say. We 
write 
(ba)o =/z0a 0 where (ba)o ~ BA o . 
(ii) The other registers of d are represented by the combined states of registers 
~s  1 , Ms 2 ,.-., ~s, :  i.e., there is a mapping/z* of A* = A x • A 2 • ... • AlgOl into 
Bs 1 • Bs~ • "'" • Bs~ = BA* .  We write 
(ba)* ~ tz*a*, where (ba)* E BA* .  
(iii) The remaining registers of M we may enumerate as Mr1, Mr, ,..., B, , ,  where 
k -}- m -k n ~- ]M [ -[- 1. We write the combined state of these registers as the 
k-tuple (b~) = (btl , bt~ ,..., btk), a member of the set BA. 
The state of ~ is determined by the triple (ba)o, (ha)*, (bg). We write b = tza 
whenever (ba)o = tzoa o and (ba)* =/z 'a* .  We write/zA = {b ] b = #a, a ~ A}. 
When machine ~ interprets the behavior of d ,  then, for each cycle of operation of 
d (i.e., change of state from a to 2:d(a)), machine N may go through a sequence of 
cycles which lead to a state corresponding to the state Z'd(a) of d .  This state is reached 
when the execution of the interpretation program in N reaches a certain point, or one 
of several alternative points. Such a point may be defined by the state of d o . Equiv- 
alently it may be defined in terms of the state b of the whole machine. In the following 
definition we use P to represent the set of such states of B. 
We say ~ interprets ~r with respect o a modeling/z if there is a set P C kd  such 
that 
(i) when b ~ ~ B, a E A and b ~ =/za  and b ~ s P then there is an integer n such 
that b ~ = XM'(b ~ ~ P, provided a is not a stop state; for the least such n, furthermore, 
b n = tz2:d(a); 
(ii) if a is a stop state in ~r there is an m such that b m = XMm(b ~ is a stop state in 
~,  and there is no n > 0 such that b n ~ P. 
In such a situation where ~ interprets ~,  with b E P, then (b~) corresponds to the 
interpreter program. 
Examples. Clearly machine ~ cannot simulate d if it does not have sufficient states 
for modeling/~ to be possible. 
57117]6-5 
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(i) Consider the machine z~: 
Id l=  10. A 0 =(1 ,2 , . ,  10}, Ar = {I, 2, 3,...} for r = 1, 2,..., 10. 
3~r = min(a%, 11) 
(i ~< 10) ~r  : add 1 to a i ; add 1 to a 0 if a o < 10. 
~r  : do nothing, i.e., stop. 
An example of a computation in d is: 
a~ 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 
a 1 = (2,2, 5 ,6 ,8 ,  10, 1, 1, I, t, 1) 
a 2 = (3 ,2 ,5 ,6 ,8 ,  11, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 
a 3 = (4,2, 5 ,6 ,8 ,  11,2, 1, 1, 1, 1) 
a 4 = (5 ,2 ,5 ,6 ,8 ,  11,2, 1,2, 1, 1) 
a s = (5 ,2 ,5 ,6 ,8 ,  11,2, 1,2, I, 1) etc. 
a 4 is a stop state. 
(ii) Now consider the machine B: 
IN [  = 2. B o = {1, 2}, B x = B 2 • {0, 1, 2,...} 
S~(b)  = 1. 
q)~l : stop. 
This trivial (albeit infinite) machine obviously cannot simulate d .  
(iii) The following machine c~ is less trivial: 
141 = 10. Co = {1, 2,..., 10}. c r  ---{1,2,3,...}, r = 1,2,..., 10. 
~(c )  = c% 
q~l  : stop 
@~v i : add i to  q ,  add 1 to c o , i = 1,2, 3,... 
This infinite machine, with an infinite set of instructions, cannot simulate d .  For d 
can only be represented by C~l, the only register which changes. The interpreter 
program in c~ 2 "-' c~1o is static and can only effect 9 changes of state in c~ x , whereas 
there are clearly more than that number of possible changes in d .  
(iv) Machine 
[~]  = 20, Dr = {1, 2, 3,...}, r = 0, 1, 2,..., 20. 
z (a) = ~ 
q~i  : i = 1 "'" 20: 
i = 21 " -40 :  
i = 41 "" 60: 
i=61 " "80 :  
i - -  
i>  
81 ". 100: 
100: 
set d o = i 
set d I = d(i_~o ) , add 1 to d o 
add 1 to d(i-4o), add 1 to d o 
set d 1 = d(i_6o+al) and add 1 to d o 
unless i - -  60 + d 1 > 20, in which case stop 
add 1 to d(i_so+al) and add 1 to d o 
unless i - -  80 + dl > 20, in which case stop 
stop. 
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This machine can interpret d with respect o a modeling with ~r represented by 
~a0, ~r "'" ~r represented by 911 "" -@20, and 
P = {dido = 2 ^ d 2 = 30^ d 3 = 50 Ada = 70A d 5 = 90^ d 6 = 2}. 
A normal cycle of interpretation contains tates in which d o takes successively the values 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Following the state with d o = 6, a state with d o = 2 brings the machine 
into a P-state again. A stop state in d produces a stop state in ~ with d o = 5. 
The above examples are concerned with machines which are not universal machines. 
Clearly any universal machines can interpret d ,  since it can compute 2~d(a). The 
above example demonstrates that a machine of less power than a universal machine 
can simulate another machine; these machines need not be equivalent. 
DIRECT TRANSLATION 
In terms of assembly languages direct translation may be expressed as the transfor- 
mation of a program in the assembly language, of machine d ,  say, into an equivalent 
program in a language for another machine, ~.  The whole process is performed before 
the execution of the program and is necessarily independent of any data presented to 
the program. However, to distinguish such translation from that in which an inter- 
pretation process is involved, we must make more explicit the correspondence b tween 
the individual instructions in the two programs. Rather than considering assembly 
language translation, we examine the equivalent problem of translating the machine 
state of ~r prior to execution of the program into the machine state of ~ which 
produces a corresponding computation when executed. We have to further separate 
the "stored program" within d from the "data." This we can do by referring to the 
special role of the sequence register. 
We define as program words within ~r those items of information (i.e., those states) 
stored in those locations which may be directly accessed by the sequence register ~r 
Given an initial state of d ,  a ~ say, then a computation a ~ a 1, a2,.., is determined. 
The values a0 ~ a01, a02,.., are the addresses of those program words extracted from 
the store. 
The contents of these locations, prior to the execution of the program, together 
with their addresses, may be said to constitute the initial stored program, i.e., the set 
of pairs 
{(ao ~, a~ i = O, 1, 2,...}. 
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Examples. (i) Machine d in the previous et of examples has the initial stored 
program (listing the pairs): 
1 :2  
2 :4  
3 :6  
4 :8  
5 :10  
At the time of execution (i.e., when their addresses are contained in the sequence 
register) two of these program words are different from their initial settings. 
(ii) Machine ~ in the process of interpreting d has the initial stored program: 
2 :30  
3 :50  
4 :70  
5 :90  
6 :2  
These program words are not changed during execution. 
Now consider the equivalent computations in M' and ~. We may regard the program 
word in ~'r as primarily determining the value of EgO(a) when a 0 = r, and thus its 
value largely determines the instruction executed by ~r In a direct translation of ,~r 
by M, there should be a corresponding set of program words in .~' which should define 
a computation with an equivalent effect. 
Since, however, in general 3.~/(a) is not determined solely by the value of a%, 
we shall define a direct translation in terms of the correspondence b tween areas of 
store in d where program words are found and similar areas of M. Those words in .~r 
which are not program words may be represented in ~ by a corresponding set of words. 
Denote the set of combined states of these words of d by AA. Denote the set of 
combined states of the corresponding words of o~ by AB. A direct translation is 
specified by a mapping JA of A3 onto AB. 
The combined state of the remaining storage locations of.z/ is a member of the set 
/-/A, and likewise the set FIB consists of the combined states of the remaining locations 
of ~.  Any state of d is determined by the triple (a 0 , ~ra, 8a) where 7ra ~ HA and 
represents the stored program in zr and 8a ~ AA and constitutes the data in d .  
Likewise the state of M is determined by (b0,7rb, 8b) where rrb ~ FIB, 8b ~ AB, but ~rb 
does not necessarily represent the stored program of~.  We shall write a = (a0,7ra, 8a) 
and b = (b0,7rb, 3b) for brevity. 
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As the program in d is executed, the sequence register zg 0 contains uccessively the 
values of the addresses of the program words in the program in d .  Similarly "~o 
contains successively the addresses of the program words of ~ .  In a direct translation 
each instruction in z~' may be represented by a sequence of instructions in ~', and hence 
the values of a o will be mapped into a set of corresponding values of b o which identify 
the sequence. This mapping is Jo in the formal recursive definition of direct translation: 
7rb is a direct translation of ~ra 
(i) if there is a mapping Jo of A o into Bo, and a mapping JA of AA into AB,  
(ii) if a ~ = (ao ~ ~ra ~ 8a~ b ~ =: (bo ~ zrb ~ 8b ~ then 8b ~ = JA(Sa~ bo o = Jo(ao~ 
(iii) if a ~ is a stop state of ~ar then there is a k such that b k = X.~A(b ~ is a stop 
state and, with b k -- (bo l~, ~rb ~', 8b~), then 8b ~ =: 8b ~ and ~rb k = zrb ~ 
(iv) if a 1 ~ .~'~(a ~ - - (ao  I, zra I, 8a 1) then there is a k such that with b~= 
-r~k(b o) - (bo k, ~bk, ~b~'), bo ~- Jo(aol), ~b~ ~-~ J~(Sal). 
In this definition we are saying that the data in d should correspond to information 
in certain storage locations of M, and that this correspondence should be preserved 
under the action of the programs in each machine. Programs may be modified during 
computation:the d finition says that any such modification should be such as to preserve 
the correspondence of the data. Further, the dircct mapping between states of the 
sequence registers of each machine sets up a correspondence between individual 
program words o f .~  and program words of ,~. 
Example. Consider the translation of thc program in machine ,z-/ described 
previously by machine r~. In this instance it is easy to see that, with the given program, 
the data (1, 1, I, l, 1) are held in registers .vs ,~r ds ,  ";'/9 and clio. During execution 
a n is increased by I when a o -- 3 and a s is increased by 1 when a o = 4. 
A direct translation of this program in ~ could be made by the following stored 
program in D: 
1 :2  
2 :3  
3 :56  
4 :58  
5 :100  
with the mapping 3"o defined by d o = Jo(ao) ~ a o and with JA mapping 
A 6 X A 7 X A 8 X A 9 X AlO into Die X O17 X D1 s • O19 X D2o 
defined by JA( i , j ,  k, l, m) -- ( i , j ,  k, l, m). 
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INTERPRETATION COMPARED WITH DIRECT TRANSLATION 
Now we examine the connection between interpretation and direct translation. In 
the first place, our definition of direct translation takes account of the special sequence 
registers in each machine. If we choose to describe areal machine in terms of a different 
sequence control mechanism, then the conditions for a direct translation will be 
different. Changing a description of a real machine corresponds to specifying an 
equivalent abstract machine. We can in particular (by Theorem 1) specify an equivalent 
machine with a sequence register which has a constant value. Only a single register is 
referenced by the sequence register. Thus the stored program for such a machine d 
consists only of the contents of that single register. In this case, during the execution 
of a program the contents of this program location will generally change during each 
execution cycle. A direct translation in another machine 5~ would, during the com- 
putation, hold in a certain set of registers aset of words corresponding tothis program 
word. During each execution of the program in these registers, their contents will 
change, and a cyclic process of execution of this changing program will take place, 
each cycle corresponding to the execution in d of the single program word. 
This process is, of course, interpretation. We may now establish the following: 
THEOREM 2. I f  there is an interpreter in ~ of d ,  then there is a machine equivalent 
to d such that all its programs have direct translations in ~.  
This requires the following proof. Consider the machine ~ equivalent to .~, as 
constructed by the method described in the proof of Theorem 1, with ~ having a 
constant sequence register. The set of data states AC in cg is a direct copy of the register 
state set A* in d .  The program ~rc in c~ corresponds to the sequence register contents 
a o in d .  The mapping r defines a mapping from AC into .4* and from ,rC into A o . 
The products of these mappings with/~* (mapping A* into BA*) and with/~o (from 
A 0 into BAo) give, respectively, mappings from AC into BA*  and from ~c into BA o . 
These two compound mappings clearly satisfy the conditions required for/~0ao to be 
a direct translation of ~c. 
The foregoing suggests that the process of direct translation is not a fundamentally 
different one from that of interpretation. Indeed it might be objected that the difference 
is one of language only, that direct translation has been defined in such a way that it 
differs only trivially from interpretation. Yet we would point out that our definitions 
have been based upon the way in which these terms are used to define translation 
processes used on real machines. And that we have attempted to define as "direct 
translation" a process which is the very opposite of interpretation. 
Before we discuss this further, however, and consider another property, that of 
"once-only" translation which we might connect with direct translation, we shall put 
forward one more theorem. The converse to the above theorem, it concerns the 
alternative descriptions of the interpreting machine. 
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THEOREM 3. I f  machine ,~ can interpret machine .~r which does not have a constant 
sequence register, then there is a machine ~ equir to ?f# which also can interpret ~[ 
but cannot directly translate all programs of ~ .  
For take as ~ an equivalent machine which has a constant sequence register. Since 
its storage locations correspond with those of ~ ,  with the addition of a further one 
corresponding to '~0, then a modeling exists from ~4 to ~ forming a basis for this 
interpretation of .C by ~.  Since the contents of ~r may change, while those of ~0 
may not, then ~ cannot contain a direct translation of such programs in ~.  
Thus we have seen that there are pairs of machines where given .~ can interpret ,d, 
then .o~, can directly translate all programs in ~/. And conversely there are machine 
pairs where .~ can interpret ~4, but cannot directly translate all programs in .~1. 
The general question of whether, given go' can interpret .~/, can .:"-8 provide a direct 
translation of a program in .~/, will usually depend on the amount of store available to 
store programs in :g as compared with the size of the program in .C. If sufficient 
space is available in :~ we should expect to be able to provide a direct translation of 
a stored program in ..~/. For it is sufficient that for each program word in ,.~/there 
should be a separate modified copy of the interpreter stored program in .~ of.~r 
The modification consists imply of an alteration to the final portion of the interpreter 
which sends control back to the beginning of the cycle; this should be modified so as 
to send control, in the direct translator program, to that modified copy of the inter- 
preter which corresponds to the program word currently indicated by the sequence 
register of .91. Provided the structure of .~ is such as to allow the existence of these 
separate versions of the interpreter stored program, then such a direct translation is 
possible. 
Such a simple process provides a direct translation which clearly uses more storage 
space than the original interpreter in .~. It computes at the same speed, in the sense 
of the number of instructions of .~ executed for each instruction of ~/. It might be 
objected that if this is the case our definition of direct translation does not coincide 
with generally accepted notions of non-interpretive translation. This, however, is 
valid only if we are willing to define direct translation as "more efficient" interpretation. 
Our definition of direct translation clearly includes the more efficient versions. 
Indeed, if a direct translation may be constructed by the mechanical process described 
above,then more efficient versions may be produced by suitable optimization processes. 
This is clearly possible, in particular when a program word a~ in .~ is known not to 
change during execution of the program in ,~. By taking into account he fact that 
the corresponding portion of the direct translator program will only be executed at 
the stage corresponding to a0 := i, then references at this stage to a~ may be replaced 
in the direct translator by the actual value of ai in the object program in M'. 
This translation may be performed at any stage prior to interpretation of the 
instruction. Clearly if the program is written in a language which separates out the 
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program words from the data, then a direct translation of the program may be made 
when it is in this form. Such a program has each of its instructions translated just once 
into their equivalent representation in the object machine, and the translator cor- 
responds with our notion of an efficient "once-only" translator. 
Example. To illustrate this process of optimized irect translation, consider the 
direct translation of programs of machine ~ of the above discussion on "Simulation 
of Machines." We shall not specify the object machine structure, but instead describe 
its action by an equivalent ALGOL program. 
An interpreter of ~ could be written: 
program XD: begin integer ar ray  d[O: 20]; 
ID: begin integer instr, addr, fn; 
switch func: = fnO, fnl, fn2, fn3, fn4, fn5; 
cycle: instr: = did[O]]; 
fn: -- instr + 20; i f fn > 5 thenfn: = 5; 
addr: = instr - - fn X 20; 
goto func[fn -t- 1]; 
fn0: d[0]: - addr; goto cycle; 
fnl: d[1]: -- d[addr]; d[0]: : d[0] + 1; goto cycle; 
fn2: d[addr]: .... d[addr] + 1; d[0]: = d[0] + I; goto cycle; 
fn3: if addr + d[i] > 20 then stop 
else d[i]: = d[addr + d[l]]; 
d[0]: : d[0] + 1; goto cycle; 
fn4: if  addr + d[1] > 20 then stop 
else d[addr + d[l]]: = d[addr + d[1]] + 1; 
d[0]: - - d[0] + 1; goto cycle; 
fn5: stop 
end 
end 
The call to the global procedure stop is used to indicate a machine stop state. In this 
interpreter the register ~0 is represented by d[O], and the other registers by d[1] to 
d[201, 
Now consider the program in .@ written previously: 
2 :30  
3 :50  
4 :70  
5 :90  
6 :2  
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A direct translation of this could be written by repeating, and slightly modifying, the 
interpreter program, as follows: 
program YD: begin integer ar ray  d[0: 20]; 
switch next: ---- 1D2, 1D3, ID4, 11)5; 
ID2: ... 
ID3: ... 
11)4: ... 
ID5: ... 
11)6: ... 
end 
where each of the omitted statements labeled 11)2, 1D3, 11)4, 11)5, and 11)6 is a block 
identical with the block 1D of program XD,  except hat the statements "goto cycle" 
should be replaced by "goto next [d[0] -- 1]". And it is also required that initially the 
values of d[2], d[3], d[4], d[5], and d[6] should be set to 30, 50, 70, 90, and 2, respec- 
tively. The data locations d[0], d[1], d[7], d[8],..., d[20] should be also initialized. 
This is a direct ranslation i  which the state of 9 o is represented by the block in the 
interpreter program in which control resides. Optimization of the above program is 
possible because we know that the values of d[2], d[3], d[4], d[5], and d[6] do not 
change. The block labeled ID i is only entered when d[0] has value i. The value of 
instr is set equal to d[i] on entry to the block ID i ,  and fn  and addr and hence 
func[fn + 1] are computable prior to execution of the block. 1l)2, for example, has 
instr = d[2] ---- 30 hence addr -- 10, fn  -- 1; thus the whole block may be replaced 
by the statements: 
d[1]: = d[10]; d[0]: = 3; goto ID3 
or, since during execution the value of d[0] is never used in an expression, and since 
ID3's section immediately follows ID2's, the statement 
ID2: a[1]: -- d[lO] 
is all that is required. Carrying out this optimization process in all blocks thus produces 
the direct translation: 
program ZD: begin integer ar ray  d[O: 20]; 
ID2: d[1]: = d[10]; 
ID3: d[10]: = all0] ~- 1; 
ID4: if d[1] > 10 then stop 
else d[1]: -- d[10 + d[1]]; 
ID5: if d[1] > 10 then stop 
else d[10 + d[1]]: -- d[10 ~- d[1]] § 1; 
ID6: goto ID2 
end 
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This latter stage of optimization of the initial direct program could be mechanized into 
a process using translation tables. The conventional approach to building translators 
with such tables uses, implicitly, such a technique. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have demonstrated that our definitions of interpretation and direct translation 
lead to no theoretical arguments for claims that interpretation is less efficient. Clearly 
some translators are more efficient han others, and, as our last example demonstrates, 
it is possible to write direct translations which are larger and no faster than interpretive 
systems. 
As we have also shown from our definitions, interpretation may be distinguished 
logically from non-interpretive or direct methods only relative to a fixed register, the 
sequence register, in the machine. Describing a machine in a different manner essen- 
tially defines an equivalent machine, and interpretation of one machine may be 
identical with direct translation of this equivalent machine. 
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